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The National Flag of Pakistan was designed by the Founder of Pakistan, Mr. Muhammad Ali
Jinnah. The flag itself is dark green with a white bar, a white crescent in the middle, and a
five-pointed star. Each color and symbol used in the flag has its significance. The white bar
and the dark green field symbolize minorities and the Muslim majority. The crescent on the flag
represents progress and the five radial star symbolizes light and knowledge.
However, there is a controversial belief that the original designer of the flag was not Quaid but
Amiruddin Khudai. Some believe that it was none of them but Master Afzal Hussain, yet it is not
clear who the real designer was. According to the government's webpage, the designer was
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
Pakistan's national flag is flown at offices and official residences of VIPs and senior
government officials when they are at home. The size of the flag varies for use in different
places or event occasions. For formal occasions, for building use, for cars and tables, flags are
all different in size. There are many occasions when the Pakistani flag is traditionally hung or
waved. These occasions are Pakistan Day on March 23, Independence Day on August 14,
Quaid-e-Azam's birthday on December 25, and various other days specified by the government
from time to time.
There are also special days when the flag is half-mast. These specific days include the
anniversary of Allama Muhammad Iqbal on April 21, the anniversary of Quaid-e-Azam on
September 11, the anniversary of Liaquat Ali Khan on October 16, and other special days
identified by the government. The Pakistani flag is also flown at the official residences of some
VIPs when they are at home. These VIPs include the President and the Prime Minister - waving
the flag with their, Chairman of the Senate and Speaker of the National Assembly of Pakistan,
Provincial Governors, Federal Ministers and other dignitaries who are entitled to the privileges
of Ministers Government of Pakistan Chief Ministers and Ministers of the Provinces, Chief
Election Minister, Deputy Chairman of the Senate, Speakers of the Provincial Assemblies,
Pakistan's Diplomatic Representatives and Commissioners of Divisions Abroad, Deputy
Commissioners and Political Agents
Certain people are entitled to fly the national flag on their motor vehicles, planes, and airplanes
while the dignitaries are sitting inside. Among these dignitaries is the President of Pakistan, the
Prime Minister of Pakistan, the Chairman of the Senate of Pakistan, the Speaker of the National
Assembly of Pakistan, the Chief Justice of Pakistan, the Provincial Governor, and the Chief
Ministers of the provinces and Chief Justices of the High Courts. Yes, including the national flag
and their flag. Therefore, it can be concluded that the flag of Pakistan is very important and
authoritative, it represents many national and patriotic aspects of the country.

